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Abstract This paper blends recent research on hierarchy and democratization
to examine the theoretical and empirical costs of treating regime type exogenously
in the literature most identified with studying its impact on international politics. It
argues that the apparent peace among democratic states that emerges in the aftermath
of World War I is not caused by domestic institutional attributes normally associated
with democracy. Instead, this peace is an artifact of historically specific great power
settlements. These settlements shape subsequent aggregate patterns of military conflict
by altering the organizational configuration of the system in three critical ways—by cre-
ating new states, by altering hierarchical orders, and by influencing regime type in states.
These claims are defended with a series of tests that show first how the statistical rela-
tionship between democracy and peace has exhibited substantial variation across great
power orders; second, that this statistical relationship breaks down with theoretically
motivated research design changes; and third, that great powers foster peace and
similar regime types within their hierarchical orders. In short, the relationship
between democracy and peace is spurious. The international political order is still
built and managed by great powers.

The democratic peace literature has long existed in a paradoxical state. Its central em-
pirical finding, namely that democracies engage in less military conflict with each
other than all other types of regime pairings, has remained remarkably robust in
the face of numerous theoretical and empirical challenges. A series of recent
papers reaffirming this statistical relationship argue that attempts to overturn this em-
pirical association should be greeted with skepticism given the volume of supportive
evidence that has accumulated.1 At the same time, a lingering theoretical uncertainty
over the precise mechanisms by which democracy might promote peace preserves
some doubt about the strength of any causal relationship. Consequently, the demo-
cratic peace remains a stronger descriptive inference than a causal inference.2
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This paper blends three interrelated critiques of this literature to challenge the re-
spective claims that there are robust empirical and causal relationships between
democracy and peace. All of them highlight the costs of a broad orientation in the
field of international relations away from systemic variables and toward domestic ex-
planations of international outcomes.3 First, while multiple studies have noted that
the democratic peace emerges after World War I, the literature has yet to develop a
convincing explanation for why this is the case or account for the complicating theor-
etical possibility that there is some evidence linking democracy to war in the nine-
teenth century.4 Second, apart from a series of papers that examine the possibility
that democracy is caused by peace, the democratic peace literature generally treats
democracy as exogenous while simultaneously neglecting a large literature on the
sources of democratization in comparative politics.5 As a consequence, a role for
how broader systemic shocks like those associated with the end of World War I
and the Cold War may shape the correlation between democracy and peace by in-
creasing both the number of independent states (and, as a consequence, the
number of observations in a statistical sample) in the international system and the pro-
portion of democratic regimes remains largely uninvestigated.6 Third, the literature
has yet to examine how the presence of hierarchy may complicate any straightforward
relationship between regime type and conflict.7 For example, what are the statistical
implications of treating dyad year observations as independent if great powers utilize
these hierarchical relationships to shape the domestic institutional structure and
foreign policy choices of subordinate states like the United States and the Soviet
Union did respectively in West and East Germany during the Cold War?
These critiques generate two related empirical and theoretical arguments. First, the

statistical relationship linking democracy to peace is weaker than generally acknow-
ledged, so weak that it is largely nonexistent. The correlation between democracy and
peace is limited to two narrow historical windows, namely the interwar and post–
Cold War periods, and dependent on a few high-leverage outlier countries in
Europe that contradict rather than confirm the basic theoretical expectations of the
democratic peace. A wide range of papers have repeatedly confirmed its existence
by neglecting how the omission of significant historical differences in the broader
structure of international politics, particularly after World War I, biases the results
generated by standard research design decisions in favor of the democratic peace.
Second, reexamining a set of typical results shows that any remaining statistical

relationship between democracy and peace cannot be caused by the internal institu-
tions associated with democracy. Instead, the apparent peace among democracies that
has been repeatedly confirmed in statistical tests rests on historically specific ele-
ments of great power bargains that emerge in the aftermath of major conflicts like

3. Oatley 2011.
4. See Gowa 1999; Russett and Oneal 2001; Cederman 2001; and McDonald 2009.
5. Hayes 2012b makes a similar critique.
6. Gowa 2011 is an exception to this.
7. Lake 2009.
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World War I, World War II, and the Cold War. These settlements transform the or-
ganizational composition of the system in at least three important ways—by creating
new states, by reshaping hierarchical orders, and by altering the distribution of regime
type in the system. These organizational changes influence aggregate patterns of mil-
itary conflict by resetting conflicts of political interests among the resulting political
organizations and by creating new hierarchical orders in which great powers shape
the regime type of subordinate states and impose peaceful foreign policies on them.
This focus on hierarchy and historical variation in great power orders accounts for

five components of the statistical relationship between democracy and peace: mem-
bership in a great power hierarchy shapes regime type; great powers impose peace on
subordinate states within their hierarchical orders; great powers have disproportion-
ately extended some form of a hierarchical relationship to democratic dyads in the
post–1918 period; the collapse of multinational empires in the immediate aftermath
of World War I and the Cold War dramatically increased the number of independent
states and democracies in the system; and a radical change in military conflict partici-
pation rates by key European countries—namely Germany, France, and the United
Kingdom—in Europe before and after 1945. In short, the “democratic peace” that has
emerged in the aftermath of World War I is spurious, nested in a larger great power
order that is periodically renegotiated in the aftermath of war and imperial collapse.

Rethinking the Democratic Peace

The first wave of democratic peace research was initially propelled by the simple ob-
servation that no two democracies ever fought a war against each other.8 Relying on a
wide range of empirical strategies that included summary statistics and bivariate an-
alysis, one central finding emerged from this first stage of empirical research. The
democratic peace is dyadic—democracies are more peaceful only when interacting
with other democratic regimes.9 Alternatively, democracies participate in conflict
with autocracies at the same rate as all other regime types.
As research indicating that democracies avoided war with each other accumulated,

the literature transitioned into a second empirical stage.10 It relied on more sophisti-
cated quantitative tests to consolidate support for the dyadic democratic peace and
distinguish between candidate explanations focusing on institutional constraints or
norms of nonviolent conflict resolution. This stage of empirical research also
helped establish consensus or precedents for research design decisions that continue
to provide a baseline for new research on the topic. In particular, standard quantitative
tests of the democratic peace hypothesis utilize the dyad year as its unit of analysis;

8. Babst 1972.
9. See, for example, Chan 1984; Weede 1984; Doyle 1986; and Maoz and Abdolali 1989.

10. This stage began with Maoz and Russett 1993 and lasted about a decade. Prominent examples from
this stage include Dixon 1994; Owen 1994; Rousseau et al 1996; Oneal and Russett 1997; Beck, Katz, and
Tucker 1998; Russett and Oneal 2001; and Huth and Allee 2002.
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include a host of control variables to demonstrate the resilience of the democratic
peace in the face of potentially confounding factors like the distribution of power,
contiguity, common alliance membership, the similarity of political interests, and
international trade; draw on some form of logit or probit because military conflict
is operationalized dichotomously; adjust for temporal dependence in observations
of military conflict; and utilize the weak-link hypothesis (the lower democracy
score of the two states in a dyad) to operationalize dyadic democracy.
An emerging empirical consensus helped activate a third stage of democratic peace

research at the end of the 1990s that continues today. Generally motivated by the con-
tinuing uncertainty over the causes of the democratic peace, it can be broken into at
least three distinct variants. A rationalist tradition has examined how the institutional
constraints associated with democracy facilitate peace by revealing private informa-
tion in a crisis,11 by helping to solve the commitment problem,12 by shaping the quan-
tity of resources that democracies could marshal in wartime,13 and by setting the
domestic political costs of both international concessions and leadership removal.14

A constructivist variant instead traces peace to the emergence of a shared democratic
identity that transcends the uncertainty inherent to the security dilemma15 while
resting on moral self-restraint,16 mass participation, norms of nonviolent conflict res-
olution, compromise, and transparency.17 More recent work drawing on experimental
methods shows that shared democracy shapes voters’ preferences, reducing public
support for the use of military force.18

The fourth stage of research has seen the emergence of alternative theoretical ex-
planations that have delineated some limitations on the democratic peace while ulti-
mately failing to upend the core of empirical consensus. For example, by showing
that incomplete democratic transitions can cause military conflict, Mansfield and
Snyder suggest that the peace is limited to consolidated democracies.19 Cederman
points to the strengthening of democratic constraints through war itself to account
for the temporal restriction of the democratic peace to the twentieth century.20

Multiple studies have shown that some attribute of capitalism conditions the capacity
of democracy to promote peace.21

While recent research reaffirming the strength of this empirical consensus cautions
against future challenges to its validity,22 at least three big challenges remain for the

11. See, for example, Fearon 1994 or Schultz 2001.
12. Lipson 2003.
13. Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2003.
14. Debs and Goemans 2010.
15. Risse-Kappen 1995.
16. Williams 2001.
17. Hayes 2012a.
18. Johns and Davies 2012; Tomz and Weeks 2013.
19. Mansfield and Snyder 2005.
20. Cederman 2001.
21. See, for example, Mousseau 2000; Mousseau, Hegre, and Oneal 2003; McDonald 2009.
22. Dafoe 2011, Dafoe, Oneal, and Russett 2013.
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democratic peace research program. First, the absence of a strong statistical correla-
tion between democracy and peace prior to World War I poses a much larger set of
empirical and theoretical problems for this literature than has been acknowledged.23

Most of the attention has been devoted to understanding the transition from a null re-
lationship to a negative one between democracy and peace after World War I. For
example, arguments emphasizing shared democratic norms of nonviolent conflict res-
olution suggest that regime maturity and/or the global population of democracies con-
dition the relationship between democracy and peace because these shared norms
take time to achieve critical mass more broadly in the system and to be recognized
as credible by other democracies.24 Consequently, the growing strength of these pac-
ifying constraints generated by the political development of existing democracies and
the growing population of democratic regimes after World War I should not be sur-
prising. But given that some research finds that the relationship shifts from one
democracy stimulating conflict prior toWorld War I to it suppressing military conflict
after it,25 how robust is the relationship if democracy generates contradictory effects
across time?
The timing of this switch to a negative relationship after World War I opens up the

possibility that a larger set of systemic factors—beyond just an increase in the propor-
tion of democracies in the system or the growth of democratic constraints within
states—account for this anomaly and condition any relationship between democracy
and peace.26 The end of World War I marked an important watershed in international
politics. In addition to transforming the relationship between state and society within
its participants, it also marked the emergence of the United States as a global power
that championed democracy and unleashed forces associated with self-determination
that heightened the difficulties associated with preserving multinational empires.
These changes suggest this literature’s second challenge. Apart from some

research that examines whether the democratic peace is insulated from a critique
about reverse causation (namely that peace causes democracy),27 the literature
has generally treated democracy as exogenous. Such an assumption further implies
that any cause of democracy is likely to be unrelated to the outbreak of military
conflict among states. This oversight is particularly important in light of
recent research on democratization showing that a number of the international
system’s attributes, including hegemonic leadership,28 power shifts among great

23. For examples acknowledging this historical discrepancy, see Gowa 1999; Mitchell, Gates, and Hegre
1999; Cederman 2001; Russett and Oneal 2001; and McDonald 2009.
24. Maoz and Russett 1993; Senese 1999; Harrison 2004.
25. Gowa 1999; Cederman 2001; McDonald 2009.
26. Some research (e.g., Mitchell et al. 1999; Cederman 2001; Russett and Oneal 2001) acknowledges

this possibility but has conceptualized such systemic factors too narrowly, tending to think in terms of a
global alteration in the quality of domestic institutional constraints.
27. See, for example, Thompson 1996; James, Solberg, andWolfson 1999; Reuveny and Li 2003. Gibler

2012 is an example of this variant of the literature but goes one step further by arguing that both democracy
and peace are caused by stable territorial borders.
28. Narizny 2012.
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powers,29 and alliance ties with great powers shape regime type.30 For example,
Narizny argues that Anglo-American leadership, particularly their victories in World
War I, World War II, and the Cold War, was necessary for the proliferation of democ-
racy in the current era. Gunitsky shows that the waves of democratization in the twen-
tieth century are really shocks activated by power shifts among great powers. Rising
powers impose their own institutions abroad or alter the configuration of domestic
interests in target countries to produce a favorable domestic institutional change. If
these hegemonic shocks—like those after World War I and the Cold War—create
peace and democracy, then they might render the democratic peace spurious.
The democratization research linking great power alliance ties to regime type sug-

gests a third complication for the democratic peace. If some form of hierarchy enables
great powers to shape the regime types of subordinate states, it also might enable
great powers to shape the foreign policy choices of those subordinate states including
decisions to engage in military conflict. Lake already provides some evidence for this
latter possibility, demonstrating that subordinate states are more likely to join military
conflict originated by their great power protector.31 Similarly, while not examining
whether hierarchy shapes regime type or exploring the statistical implications of
his critique, Rosato suggests that the democratic peace could instead be caused by
American hierarchy in Latin America and Europe during the Cold War.32

These three conceptual oversights suggest multiple problems with conventional re-
search design decisions in the quantitative empirical literature on the democratic
peace. First, research highlighting the post–World War I emergence of the democratic
peace cautions against aggregating observations temporally across what could be
very different historical eras. It also suggests an omitted variable bias problem.
External factors that increased the number of states and the proportion of democracies
in the system after World War I might also be influencing the correlation between
democracy and peace. Second, recent research on democratization suggests signifi-
cant problems with the continuing reliance on single-equation estimates of the demo-
cratic peace. The causes of democracy, like membership in a hierarchical order, could
also shape the likelihood of conflict among states. Third, research on hierarchy chal-
lenges the assumption that dyad year observations created from the population of
states that are recognized by the Correlates of War project as possessing legal inde-
pendence can be treated as statistically independent. At a very minimum, a control
variable accounting for these relationships of hierarchy should be incorporated in
standard quantitative tests of military conflict if some subordinate states possess
limited autonomy over their foreign policy choices.
The existence of hierarchy poses a fourth research design complication concerning

the operationalization of military conflict. Most tests of the democratic peace treat the

29. Gunitsky 2014
30. Brinks and Coppedge 2006; Boix 2011.
31. Lake 2009.
32. Rosato 2003.
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decision to originate a new dispute and the decision to join an existing dispute as ob-
servationally equivalent. However, Lake finds that states within a great power hier-
archy are more likely to join an existing dispute. This joining decision can inflate
observations of military conflict in a manner that enhances support for the democratic
peace. For example, subordinate states’ decisions to join wars that the US waged
against the autocratic states of North Korea, North Vietnam, and Iraq increase
sample observations of military conflict in which at least one dyad member was au-
tocratic. This possibility opens a larger set of questions that directly bear on the causal
relationship between democracy and peace. Did democratic Turkey join the war
against North Korea because of domestic institutional differences or was it instead
trying to strengthen its position within the American sphere of influence to counter
the threat posed by the Soviet Union?
Finally, the rarity of military conflict opens a fifth research design challenge that

also bears on the utilization of statistical evidence to validate a causal relationship
between democracy and peace. The coefficient estimates in standard quantitative
tests of military conflict are shaped disproportionately by the observations in
which conflict is present.33 Consequently, the statistical relationship between democ-
racy and peace can be shaped by coding decisions that significantly alter counts of
military conflict (such as the decision to include conflict joiners) or high leverage out-
lying countries that participate in lots of military conflict. If these cases do not coin-
cide with the expectations of democratic peace theory, then they obviously cannot be
used to argue that democracy causes peace.

Great Power Settlements and Hierarchy: Inducing Peace Among
Democracies

The empirical finding commonly known as the democratic peace after World War I
rests on a series of changes to the larger structure of international politics that were
fueled partly by the emergence of the United States as a global power. The
paradox of the democratic peace literature has remained in large part because these
structural changes cannot be understood within the context of a post–Cold War theor-
etical orientation that tends to focus first on domestic political variation. The outbreak
of military conflict among states is shaped by historically specific elements of the
international political structure that get negotiated at key order-generating moments
following large conflicts. These post-war settlements set the durability of great
power peace, shape the number of independent states in the system, set conflicts of
political interests among resulting political organizations, influence the regime type
of states in the system, and reset hierarchical orders that enable great powers to
impose peace on subordinate political organizations.

33. King and Zeng 2001.
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Historical Variation in Great Power Orders

While many systemic theories of international politics begin with time-invariant con-
cepts like anarchy and polarity, some alternative frameworks open a larger theoretical
space for historical variation across international political structure by focusing more
on the attributes of settlements that end major conflicts, like those in 1815, 1919,
1945, and 1991.34 At least three characteristics of these great power settlements in-
fluence subsequent patterns of military conflict among states in the system. First,
these bargains remake the territorial status quo in the system. As a consequence,
they can either help to resolve prior disputes that gave rise to war—such as
whether Prussia or Austria would consolidate leadership over a consolidated
Germany—or activate new conflicts of interest among states—such as the loss of
German territory in Eastern Europe following World War I. In short, these settle-
ments define national interests with respect to a new international political status
quo, set the stage for future political conflict, and, as a consequence, influence mil-
itary conflict in the system.35 While making a prediction about whether a territorial
settlement among great powers will inhibit or activate subsequent military conflict
in the system depends on the historically specific attributes of an agreement
itself,36 a more fundamental implication remains. Variation in the robustness of
any new territorial equilibrium should help generate different patterns of military con-
flict across great power orders. This possibility cautions against testing hypotheses on
historically aggregated samples without adjusting for some of these sources of
variation.
The periodic remaking of the global territorial status quo possesses another funda-

mental empirical implication for quantitative studies of military conflict. These agree-
ments often adjust multinational empires, which can include managing their
dissolution, and create new states.37 For example, coinciding with the end of major
conflict and decolonization, the number of states in the international system increased
from forty-two to fifty-nine to sixty-two and then to 107 to 156 to 191 across succes-
sive twenty-year intervals from 1900 to 2000. These changes alter the number of ob-
servations in a sample, regardless of whether it’s based on state-years or dyad-years.
As a consequence, relationships among some group of covariates that are specific to a
great power order with a small number of states (namely the nineteenth century) can
be completely overwhelmed by the statistical relationship between those same covar-
iates in a different historical period (the post–World War I period) with many more
states.
Second, recent contributions to the democratization literature by Boix, Narizny,

and Gunitsky show these great power orders also help alter the distribution of

34. See Ikenberry 2001; Wagner 2007; and Braumoeller 2012.
35. For a recent statement on the relationship between territorial settlements and military conflict, see

Gibler 2012.
36. For a similar argument with respect to the post-1815 system, see Slantchev 2005.
37. Reus-Smit 2013.
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regime type across states in the international system.38 Narizny argues that the mater-
ial power Great Britain and the United States held, particularly in the aftermath of
major conflicts, enabled them to promote democracy in defeated states, their colonies,
and their clients. While victors of the Napoleonic Wars fostered authoritarianism by
threatening domestic intervention through the Holy Alliance to prevent the spread of
liberalism and nationalism, the United States has steadily increased its support for
democracy promotion efforts in the post–1918 period. During the Cold War, the
Soviet Union inhibited the spread of democracy in Eastern Europe. Its collapse
helped usher in a wave of democratic transitions there.
Similarly, great powers intervene in weaker states to strengthen domestic groups

that favor the preservation of some hierarchical contract. This great power influence
can take many forms and is often designed to promote the development of similar do-
mestic institutions in target states.39 It can include threats of military intervention to
prevent a radical change in the composition of government like the United States
did inWest Germany during the ColdWar. It can include military intervention to over-
turn a domestic revolt as the Soviets did in Hungary in 1956. Or it can include softer
forms of support like the targeted dispersal of foreign aid to strengthen domestic coa-
litions that have already signaled their willingness to preserve the hierarchical relation-
ship with the great power. Designed partially to blunt the growing influence of local
Communist parties in Western Europe, Marshall Plan aid during the Cold War exem-
plifies this. Perhaps most importantly, recent research finding that great power alliance
ties influence regime type underscores the risks associated with treating regime as ex-
ogenous in studies on the democratic peace.40 The same set of systemic shocks at the
end of World War I and the Cold War that increased the number of states and the pro-
portion of democracies could simultaneously have helped to promote peace.
Third, international political structure also varies in the scope and form taken

by hierarchical bargains struck between great powers and subordinate states. Just
as the wave of self-determination after World War I generated new states, great
powers maintained influence over the foreign policy interests of these states with
modified forms of hierarchy.41 For example, the United States set the pace of rearma-
ment in West Germany after World War II. The Soviet Union installed communist
regimes in Eastern Europe and intervened repeatedly in them to maintain the cohesion
of the Warsaw Pact.
The presence of hierarchy can influence aggregate patterns in the outbreak of mil-

itary conflict in multiple ways. Lake argues that subordinate states are more likely to

38. Braumoeller 2012 points to the distribution of regime type in the system as one attribute of inter-
national political structure that captures ideational differences across time.
39. Gunitsky 2014 presents three mechanisms—hegemonic coercion, influence, and emulation—that

can foster democratization. Lake 2013 examines how the benefits of a hierarchical contract to subordinate
states and the challenges faced by the dominant state in generating legitimacy for its rule shape regime type
in subordinate states.
40. See, for example, Brinks and Coppedge 2006 and Boix 2011.
41. See for example Lake 2009, 2013.
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join military disputes involving their hierarchical protectors. This possibility provides
a theoretical justification to distinguish between states that originate a new military
dispute from those that join an ongoing one in empirical tests of military conflict.
Hierarchical membership can reduce the likelihood that a subordinate state partici-
pates in a military conflict against another state that is either inside or outside of
the larger political consortium. This membership provides information about the like-
lihood of third-party intervention (namely, by the great power protector) and limits
the risk that a subordinate state is targeted in a new military dispute.42 Great
powers can also promote peace by constraining weaker states within their hierarchical
order from initiating new disputes to alter the territorial or political status quo. In this
way, great powers can help solve the commitment problem by ensuring that states
within their hierarchical order uphold existing international settlements. Along
these lines, the United States and the Soviet Union promoted peace in Europe
during the Cold War by ensuring that West and East Germany abided by the post–
World War II territorial status quo.

The Post–World War I Emergence of the Peace Among Democracies

Together these three elements—historical variation in a series of negotiated great
power orders that follow major conflicts, endogenous regime type, and the capacity
of hierarchy to promote institutional similarity and peace—explain the empirical
finding commonly known as the democratic peace. This section identifies seven man-
ifestations of these more general factors to challenge the possibility of a causal relation-
ship between democracy and peace and to understand why the empirical relationship
between democracy and peace has long appeared to be so robust after 1918. Important
components of these great-power-induced trends, including the distribution of military
conflict by regime type and by historical period (1816–1918, 1919–1945, 1946–1991,
1992–2000) and the distribution of dyadic regime pairings by historical period, can be
seen in descriptive statistics provided in the supplementary appendix.43

First, the number of independent states in the international system increased signif-
icantly after World War I, simultaneously creating a sizable difference in sample size
between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Drawing on the sample used in sub-
sequent regressions, the number of dyad year observations before and after World
War I grows from 56,925 (1816–1918) to 468,189 (1919–2000). This growth in
state (and dyad) count contributes to the increasing rarity of military conflict after
World War II, particularly in the latter part of the twentieth century.44 The descriptive

42. See Huth 1988 and Leeds 2003.
43. The sample for these summary statistics, generated by the baseline regression, reflects some deleted

dyadic observations because of missing data on any of the right-hand-side variables. Generally, these ex-
clusions stem from missing data on regime type.
44. For example, a new dispute occurs in 0.9 percent of all dyad year observations from 1816–1918

while occurring in only 0.3 percent of all post–Cold War dyad year observations.
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statistics in the supplementary appendix show that the highest rate of conflict by
regime type and by historical period occurs within democratic dyads over the
period from 1816 to 1918. This contradictory relationship gets overwhelmed in stan-
dard statistical tests that use historically aggregated samples because there are so
many more states (and observations) in the post–1945 period.
Second, the population of democratic dyads in the international system is shocked

upward in two historical periods, those immediately following World War I and the
Cold War. The proportion of dyad year observations composed of two democracies
moves from 2 percent in the period up to 1918 to slightly over 9 percent in the period
from 1919 to 1945.45 Over 73 percent of democratic dyad year observations in the
interwar period (3,062 of 4,169) include at least one state that democratized
between 1918 and 1925. The proportion of democratic dyads in the system is then
stable until the post–Cold War period46 when it jumps to nearly 23 percent of all
dyad year observations (25,205 of 110,700 total dyad year observations). Of the
post–1991 democratic dyads, over 40 percent (10,260) include at least one state
that democratized from 1988 to 1993.
These two periods in which the proportion of democratic dyads jumps upward

possess significant implications for the empirical relationship between democracy
and peace because it is restricted to these periods. Peace settlements that ended
World War I and the Cold War generated new states, some of which started out as
democracies in large part because of the support extended for them by the democratic
victors.47 Consequently, for these statistically important moments in the 1920s and
1990s, statehood, democratization, and peace were all endogenous or part of the
settlements that ended prior conflicts.48

The consequences of not modeling important systemic sources of democratization
are illustrated with dyads including former Warsaw Pact members after World
War II.49 Even though these countries were relatively peaceful on average throughout

45. Of the 56,925 dyad year observations in the sample 1816 to 1918, 1,157 are composed of two dem-
ocracies. Of the 46,000 dyad year observations from 1919 to 1945, 4,169 are composed of two
democracies.
46. During the Cold War period (1946 to 1991), about 8.5 percent of all dyad year observations were

composed of two democracies (26,366 of 311,489).
47. Narizny 2012; Gunitsky 2014.
48. This discussion differs from recent literature linking democratization to conflict (e.g., Mansfield and

Snyder 2005). Like the rest of the literature on the democratic peace, Mansfield and Snyder treat democ-
ratization and regime type as exogenous. In short, they don’t differentiate among the causes of democratic
transitions. The arguments developed here show the costs of such an assumption, particularly for cases in
the 1920s and 1990s when democratization was tied to larger great power peace settlements. Mansfield and
Snyder also argue that the likelihood of conflict increases in incomplete democratic transitions—those that
stall out before a country becomes a democracy (i.e., have Polity scores less than or equal to 5). The cases
discussed here in this group of new democratic dyads include only states that complete this process of
democratic transition (i.e., have Polity scores greater than or equal to 6).
49. Depending on whether the count includes only former Warsaw Pact members that were independent

states before the Soviet collapse (3,340) or former Warsaw Pact countries along with former Soviet states
(6,676), dyad years that included one of these types of countries constitute a huge proportion of the newly
democratic dyads in the sample from 1992 to 2000 (10,260).
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this period, they affect the statistical relationship between democracy and peace dif-
ferently before and after the collapse of the Soviet Union.50 Dyad year observations
with these countries weaken the statistical relationship between democracy and peace
during the Cold War because they include peaceful autocrats. Cases with these same
countries strengthen the statistical relationship between democracy and peace after
the collapse of the Soviet empire because they become democratic states that avoid
conflict. Consequently, the collapse of the Soviet Union and the withdrawal of its
empire in Eastern Europe strengthen the statistical relationship between democracy
and peace in single-equation estimates that leave regime type exogenous by trans-
forming nondemocratic dyads that avoid military conflict during the Cold War into
democratic dyads that also avoid conflict after the Cold War.
Third, even though the wave of self-determination sparked by the end ofWorldWar I

heightened the political costs associated with preserving formal empires, great powers
adjusted their hierarchical orders so that they included states that possessed legal in-
dependence. The British Empire is one such example.51 The Correlates of War
project classifies Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa as independent
states in 1920. Yet they play a similarly critical role in British war efforts in World
War I (as colonies) and World War II (as independent states).
This hierarchical evolution manifests in the increased willingness of great powers

after 1918 to increase their formal security obligations to independent states. In the
statistical analysis, I capture this element of hierarchy with a dummy variable that
takes on a value of 1 if any non-great power member of a dyad possesses a defensive
alliance with a great power. Before 1919, at least one member of 22 percent of all
dyads was allied to a great power. This proportion increases to 53.4 percent of all
dyads after 1918. Moreover, the democratic great powers, particularly the United
States, drive these changes. Before 1919, democratic great powers extend security
commitments to at least one state in slightly less than 3 percent of all dyads. After
World War I, this proportion jumps to nearly 46 percent of all dyads.
Fourth, the post–World War I period is distinguished by the disproportionate ex-

tension of these great power spheres of influence to dyads composed of two democ-
racies. Before 1919, at least one state in 5.6 percent of democratic dyads possessed a
security guarantee from a great power. After World War I, this proportion climbs to
over 70 percent of democratic dyads.52 This is a critical difference between the

50. Due mostly to the Cold War division of Europe between Soviet and American spheres of influence,
countries in Eastern Europe were more peaceful on average during the Cold War. A new dispute broke out
in only 0.15 percent of all dyad year observations from 1946 to 1991 that included at least one non-Soviet
member of the Warsaw Pact (52 of 34,474). This is significantly lower than the overall conflict rate of 0.36
percent across the entire period (1,129 of 311,489).
51. For example, see Darwin 2009.
52. While this proportion jumps up significantly during the interwar period, its biggest increase occurs

during the Cold War. During the interwar period, 20.4 percent of democratic dyads possess at least one
member that falls within a great power sphere of influence. During the Cold War, over 78 percent of demo-
cratic dyads have at least one member that is allied with a great power. After the Cold War, this proportion
slips somewhat to 67.5 percent.
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nineteenth- and twentieth-century periods that has helped give rise to the apparent
emergence of the democratic peace after World War I.
Fifth, this shift has been accompanied by an important component of continuity in

how great powers shape international politics. While the peace negotiations in Paris
in 1919 constituted an irreversible political step that subsequently made the forces of
nationalism and self-determination fundamentally incompatible with the preservation
of formal empires, great powers adjusted but preserved their capacity to influence
these newly independent states. Statistical analysis will show that membership in a
great power hierarchy increases the likelihood that a subordinate state possesses
the same regime type as the dominant state and it decreases the likelihood that a sub-
ordinate state will originate a new military dispute in some great power orders. The
omission of this great power role in shaping domestic and international politics helps
strengthen the statistical relationship between democracy and peace.
Sixth, this great power role in generating the peace among democracies after 1918

can also be seen by disaggregating democratic dyads into four groups and examining
conflict participation rates across them. The first includes dyads in which at least one
state is within a great power hierarchy.53 In the second group of dyads, both states are
outside of great power hierarchies but at least one state became democratic in the im-
mediate aftermath of World War I (i.e., from 1918 to 1925).54 In the third group of
dyads, both states are outside of great power hierarchies but at least one state became
democratic after the Soviet empire collapsed.55 The final reference group is com-
posed of all remaining democratic dyads in which both states are outside of a great
power hierarchy and both states were “old” democracies during the waves of democ-
ratization that followed World War I and the Cold War. The first three groups of
dyads, all of which are linked to the larger structure of great power politics either
through hierarchy or a new great power settlement, make up over 85 percent of all
post–1918 democratic dyads (47,552 of 55,740). A new military dispute occurs in
0.19 percent of these dyads. Alternatively, a new military dispute occurs at a rate
of 0.35 percent in the remaining 8,188 democratic dyads.
These differences acquire more significance when examining conflict participation

rates of dyads composed of either two mixed regimes or one democracy and one
mixed regime (shown in the supplementary appendix).56 In the period after 1918,
dyads composed of one democracy and one mixed regime have a conflict participa-
tion rate of 0.32 percent.57 The addition of dyadic observations composed of two
mixed regimes to this comparison group increases the conflict participation rate for

53. On its own, hierarchy has a large effect on the likelihood of conflict. On average, a new military
dispute occurs in 0.53 percent of all dyad years in which both states are outside of a great power hierarchy.
Alternatively, this percentage falls to 0.25 percent if at least one state is within a great power hierarchy.
54. This second group of dyad year observations is drawn from the 1919 to 1945 period only.
55. This third group of dyad year observations is drawn from the 1992 to 2000 period only.
56. A weak-link operationalization of dyadic democracy scores would not distinguish between these two

dyad types.
57. The Polity project labels regimes as mixed or anocratic if their combined regime score is great than -6

but less than 6.
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dyads with at least one mixed regime to 0.37 percent. These summary statistics
suggest that democratic dyads might participate in military conflicts at the same
rate as mixed dyads after adjusting for the presence of hierarchy and for critical his-
torical sources of regime endogeneity in democratic dyads.

The seventh and final threat to the democratic peace stems from the dispro-
portionate participation of at least one European country in the population of
dyadic conflict observations up through 1945. As Table 1 shows, conflict observa-
tions are both rare and clustered in a small group of countries. Across the entire
sample, slightly over 12 percent of all dyadic conflict observations include Russia.
Over 7 percent of all dyadic conflict observations include Germany. These histori-
cally aggregated proportions obscure some tighter clustering in periods critical to
the emergence of the statistical relationship between democracy and peace. For
example, MID participation by Germany, France, and Great Britain changes signifi-
cantly from the interwar to Cold War periods. While nearly 25 percent of all dyadic
conflict observations include Germany from 1919 to 1945, this proportion then col-
lapses during the Cold War to 1.8 percent.58 Similar downward trends in conflict par-
ticipation from the interwar to the Cold War period can be seen for Great Britain
(from 10.8% to 5.1%) and for France (5.7% to 2.5%). Observations including
Germany, France, and Great Britain possess disproportionate leverage in generating
the statistical relationship between democracy and peace after 1918. However, these
cases highlight the challenges associated with inferring a causal relationship from

TABLE 1. Most frequent participants in dyadic conflict

Country 1816–1918 1919–1945 1946–1991 1992–2000 All years

1. Russia/Soviet Union 61 (11.8%) 50 (15.0%) 124 (11.0%) 46 (13.9%) 281 (12.1%)
2. United States 94 (18.1%) 15 (4.5%) 132 (11.7%) 26 (7.8%) 267 (11.5%)
3. United Kingdom 96 (18.5%) 36 (10.8%) 58 (5.1%) 4 (1.2%) 194 (8.4%)
4. China 43 (8.3%) 20 (6.0%) 104 (9.1%) 22 (6.6%) 188 (8.1%)
5. Germany 62 (11.9%) 83 (24.9%) 20 (1.8%)a 3 (0.9%) 171 (7.4%)a

6. Japan 35 (6.7%) 57 (17.1%) 44 (3.9%) 12 (3.6%) 148 (6.4%)
7. Ottoman Empire/Turkey 58 (11.2%) 15 (4.5%) 39 (3.5%) 24 (7.2%) 136 (5.9%)
8. Iran 8 (1.5%) 11 (3.3%) 97 (8.6%) 16 (4.8%) 132 (5.7%)
9. France 73 (14.1%) 19 (5.7%) 28 (2.5%) 5 (1.5%) 125 (5.4%)
10. Italy 35 (6.7%) 45 (13.5%) 15 (1.2%) 4 (1.2%) 98 (4.2%)
Total dyadic MIDs for all states in the

international system
519 334 1129 332 2314

Notes: Each cell entry is the number of new Militarized Interstate Disputes (MIDs) in which a given country was one of
the dyadic participants. The number in parentheses for each cell corresponds to the percentage that this count generates
relative to all MIDS for a given time period. The addition of column entries exceeds the total MIDs listed at the bottom of
table because there are two participants for each dyadic MID. For example, for the period from 1816 to 1918, there were
1,038 participants in 519 MIDs. a Totals for Germany during the Cold War combine MID participation by West Germany
and East Germany.

58. This participation rate includes observations with either West Germany or East Germany.
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prevailing statistical estimates of the democratic peace because the significant
changes in the conflict behavior of these states after World War II should be attributed
to the organizational changes highlighted here rather than simply the democratic tran-
sition in West Germany.

Testing for a Great-Power-Imposed Peace Among Democracies

This empirical section disaggregates a standard set of supportive statistical results for
the democratic peace. It demonstrates that the robustness of this relationship rests on
critical research design decisions and a few outlying countries with respect to conflict
behavior. I then show that the absence of military conflict among democracies after
World War I depends heavily on the organizational change generated by great power
settlements and the hierarchical orders that support them.

Research Design

The basic research design is similar to much of the democratic peace literature. It
utilizes the dyad year, or a pair of two states in a given year, as the unit of
analysis.59 I present results from a sample composed of all dyad years from 1816
to 2000.
Dependent variable: all MIDs and fatal MIDs. To ensure the robustness of results

across different operationalizations of conflict, I utilize two dependent variables: the
outbreak of a new militarized interstate dispute (MID) and the outbreak of a new
dispute with at least one fatality (FATALMID).60 These variables take on a value of 1
when a new instance of military conflict breaks out in a given year between dyadic
participants that are both originating disputants to the conflict. I restrict the coding
to include only originating states for two reasons. The first stems from the already
described tendency of subordinate states to join disputes involving their hierarchical
protector. The conflict itself, particularly when escalating to war, can create incen-
tives to join or abstain by shifting the distribution of power between states.
However, these changes may not be captured by standard measurements of power
that rely on annual observations. Except observations with missing fatality levels
which are coded as missing, all other observations are coded as not having

59. I also conducted the same sets of regressions with a directed dyad analysis in which the dependent
variable is the initiation of a new instance of military conflict by state A against state B in the directed dyad
year. Results are available on request. The results were largely the same, although the relationship between
democracy and peace is slightly more robust when the dependent variable includes all military disputes.
60. I also ran regressions with two other variants of the dependent variable. The first restricted disputes to

include only the outbreak of a new war between dyadic participants and the second restricted military dis-
putes to include only those that reached a score of either 4 or 5 on the hostility scale. The war results re-
semble those for fatal disputes and the violent disputes resemble those for all disputes.
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military conflict present. These codings rely on version 3.1 of the militarized dispute
data set.61

Key independent variables: democracy and hierarchy. The operationalization of
regime type follows standard practices in democratic peace research. I utilize the
Polity2 score from the Polity IV data set to indicate the regime score for each state
in the dyad.62 Ranging from -10 to 10, higher values reflect more political liberalization
in a state. Drawing on the weak-link hypothesis, dyadic democracy (DEMOCRACYL) is the
lower democracy score of the two states within the dyad.63

Great power hierarchy is operationalized differently than in Lake, who relies on US
troop deployments abroad.64 Given that his data are limited to the American sphere of
influence during the Cold War and post–Cold War periods, I try to capture the basic
elements of hierarchy with an indicator possessing broader geographic and temporal
scope. Lake defines hierarchy as a relationship of dominance and subjugation
between two states in which a weaker state subordinates some components of its
decision-making authority to a more powerful state. In return, the dominant state sup-
plies public goods, like national security, and recognizes limits on its newly granted
authority. I use defensive alliance commitments extended by great powers to weaker
states to capture both the security obligation and power disparity dimensions of a
hierarchical relationship. GREAT POWER ALLY takes on a value of 1 if either non-
great power member of a dyad possesses a defensive alliance with a great power.
Great powers are defined according to COW criteria. Alliance data are taken from
version 3.03 of the alliance data from the COW project.65

Control Variables. The remaining control variables are relatively standard in the
literature. CAPRATIO captures the disparity in military capabilities between the two
states in the dyad. Drawn from version 4.0 of the national military capabilities data
set, it is defined as the natural log of the more powerful state’s CINC score
divided by the weaker state’s CINC score.66 DISTANCE is the natural log of the distance
in miles between capital cities of the two states in the dyad. CONTIGUITY is a dummy
variable indicating whether or not the two states in the dyad share a border on land or

61. Ghosn, Palmer, and Bremer 2004.
62. Marshall, Gurr, and Jaggers 2009.
63. As a robustness check, I also ran models (presented in the supplementary appendix) that included a

series of dummy variables for dyadic regime pairings. These models used the three-tiered regime-coding
scheme of Polity (Democracy, Mixed, and Autocracy) to create six dyadic dummy variables (DEM-DEM,
DEM-MIX, DEM-AUT, MIX-MIX, MIX-AUT, AUT-AUT). I suppressed the dummy variable for joint democracy
and then tested whether it was different from the remaining five dyad types. These models generate
similar conclusions to those with the weak-link specification. I used this alternative operationalization
rather than a dummy variable for joint democracy for multiple reasons. First, it utilizes (rather than
ignores) available data from Polity to distinguish among different types of nondemocratic regimes.
Second, the democratic peace hypothesis implies that joint democracies should be more peaceful than
all other pairings of nondemocratic regimes. This specification tests that. Third, Weeks 2012 shows that
some autocratic states display similar conflict propensities as democracies. These findings suggest that
all nondemocratic regimes should not necessarily be lumped together in a single reference category.
64. Lake 2009.
65. Gibler and Sarkees 2004.
66. Singer, Bremer, and Stuckey 1972.
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at sea within 150 miles. GREATPOWER is a dummy variable indicating whether at least
one state in the dyad in the year under investigation has been identified by the COW
project as a great power. DYADIC ALLIANCE takes on a value of 1 if both states are
members in a common alliance. It is 0 in all other cases. INTEREST SIM relies on the
unweighted global s-score of alliance portfolio similarity to measure the degree of
common political interests possessed by the two states in a dyad. I also incorporate
the Carter and Signorino correction for temporal dependence.67

Because data for the standard variable utilized to test arguments linking inter-
national trade to peace—namely exports plus imports divided by gross domestic
product—are not missing at random, I exclude a control variable for economic inter-
dependence. War increases missing economic data so its inclusion threatens to restrict
further observations of military conflict. However, the exclusion of this variable that
is positively correlated with democracy levels should bias the coefficient estimates in
favor of finding support for the democratic peace.

Disaggregating the Democratic Peace

The baseline results estimated via logistic regression are displayed in tables 2 and 3.68

The dependent variable in Table 2 includes all MIDs. The dependent variable is re-
stricted to fatal disputes in Table 3. The first model in each table aggregates all ob-
servations into a single sample. The samples for the next four models are broken
up into four time periods to account for variation in great power orders across the
past two centuries. Even though this is an admittedly blunt indicator for the larger
great power political order that simply treats each as different rather than measuring
the sources and/or degree of difference, it still reveals significant historical variation
in the statistical relationship between democracy and peace.
For both dependent variables, the statistical results reflect the conventional wisdom

in the aggregated sample (Models 1 and 6). The coefficient on democracy is negative
and statistically significant. In short, the likelihood of military conflict in a dyad
appears to fall as both regimes become more democratic.
However, the disaggregated samples reveal an important set of questions for this stan-

dard result. Twostandout inparticular. First, the coefficient ondemocracy isnot negative
but positive in the period from 1816 to 1918 for both indicators of military conflict. This
estimated coefficient is statistically significant when the dependent variable includes all
MIDs (Model 2, Table 2).69 Democracy appears to heighten the risks of military conflict
beforeWorldWar I. At the very least, this group of cases cannot be utilized to claim that
democracy promotes peace. Given the small number of observations in the pre–1919

67. Carter and Signorino 2010. To shorten presentation, the estimates for these variables are suppressed
in the statistical tables.
68. For the most part, I suppress any discussion of the results on the control variables. They too exhibit

some of the same switching patterns across great power orders as the democracy variable.
69. These pre-World War I results coincide with those of Gowa 1999.
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sample, it is clear that the null or positive results in this period are simply overwhelmed in
combined samples by periods of “democratic peace” that have many more states and
more dyad year observations. They also highlight the risks associated with the standard
practice of aggregating observations across very different historical periods and under-
score the importance of one of the central questions motivating this paper: Why did the
democratic peace emerge after World War I?

Second, even in the post–1918 period, the results for the ColdWar (1946–1991) differ
substantially from the interwar andpost–ColdWarperiods.When the dependent variable
includes allMIDs (Model 4, Table 2), the coefficient ondemocracy remains negative and
statistically significant but its relative size shrinks substantially. This period becomes
even more problematic when restricting the dependent variable to include only fatal dis-
putes. The estimated coefficient on democracy no longer achieves standard levels of sta-
tistical significance (Model 9,Table 3).Veryquickly, this historical disaggregationof the
standard democratic peace results suggests that the empirical relationship between
democracy and peace may be much more limited temporally than generally acknow-
ledged, confined to the period from 1919 to 1945 and then again from 1992 to 2000.

Hierarchy, Joiners, and the Cold War

The Cold War results are perhaps most surprising in this disaggregation because even
prominent critics of the democratic peace like Gowa acknowledge its existence then.

TABLE 2. Baseline regressions with MID as dependent variable, disaggregated by
great power order

Model 1
1816–2000
DV: MID

Model 2
1816–1918
DV: MID

Model 3
1919–1945
DV: MID

Model 4
1946–1991
DV: MID

Model 5
1992–2000
DV: MID

DEMOCRACYL −0.0188**
(0.0074)

0.0600***
(0.0135)

−0.0635***
(0.0128)

−0.0231*
(0.0126)

−0.0701***
(0.0146)

GREATPOWER 1.6061***
(0.1395)

1.4759***
(0.2134)

2.0965***
(0.2751)

1.9167***
(0.1749)

2.1232***
(0.2494)

CAPRATIO −0.1057***
(0.0356)

−0.0692
(0.0584)

−0.1381**
(0.0587)

−0.2255***
(0.0443)

−0.2535***
(0.0674)

CONTIGUITY 2.3189***
(0.1617)

1.6504***
(0.2783)

1.7698***
(0.2731)

2.7967***
(0.1865)

2.6269***
(0.2746)

DISTANCE −0.2776***
(0.0529)

0.0355
(0.0871)

−0.3404***
(0.0882)

−0.4495***
(0.0694)

−0.6548***
(0.1108)

DYADIC-ALLIANCE −0.0992
(0.1200)

−0.7007***
(0.2556)

0.0950
(0.1989)

−0.1130
(0.1744)

0.2343
(0.2344)

INTEREST SIM −0.0209
(0.2947)

1.7432***
(0.3525)

−3.0491***
(0.4969)

−1.7014***
(0.3453)

−1.5660*
(0.8472)

CONSTANT −2.6095***
(0.4505)

−5.6641***
(0.6789)

−0.1363
(0.7532)

0.0086
(0.6721)

0.8779
(1.2014)

N LOG-LIKELIHOOD 525,114
−10697.14

56,925
−2462.69

46,000
−1461.99

311,489
−4755.51

110,700
−1464.13

Notes: Top number in each cell is estimated coefficient. Robust standard errors clustered on dyad listed below in par-
entheses. Two-tailed estimates are conducted for all estimates. * p≤ .10, ** p ≤ .05, *** p≤ .01. Variables for t, t2, t3 (not
shown) added to all models.
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One way that the neglect of hierarchy helps to preserve the statistical relationship
between democracy and peace during this period can be illustrated by altering the de-
pendent variable to include joining states.

As I noted earlier, the capacity of hierarchy to influence joining decisions creates
a theoretical need to separate joining and originating states when coding military
conflict. Alternatively, the conflation of these distinct state decisions inflates obser-
vations of military conflict in dyads composed of at least one autocracy. The statis-
tical separation between democratic dyads and all other dyad types depends critically
on the differences in conflict counts between these two groups. Increasing the count
of military conflict in dyads with at least one autocracy increases their statistical
difference from democratic dyads. For example, the inclusion of joining states in
multilateral wars—the most important of which were in Korea, Vietnam, and
Iraq—increases dyad year observations of fatal MIDs during the Cold War by 73
percent, from 252 to 436.70 But these joining cases may be driven by attributes of
hierarchy rather than regime differences.

TABLE 3. Baseline regressions with FATALMID as dependent variable, disaggregated
by great power order

Model 6
1816–2000

DV: FATALMID

Model 7
1816–1918

DV: FATALMID

Model 8
1919–1945

DV: FATALMID

Model 9
1946–1991

DV: FATALMID

Model 10
1992–2000

DV: FATALMID

DEMOCRACYL −0.0400**
(0.0169)

0.0135
(0.0210)

−0.1027***
(0.0265)

−0.0287
(0.0273)

−0.0643**
(0.0301)

GREATPOWER 1.3012***
(0.2937)

1.3876***
(0.3497)

2.5678***
(0.9160)

1.9333***
(0.3525)

1.0054*
(0.5970)

CAPRATIO −0.2683***
(0.0675)

−0.4144***
(0.1021)

−0.5422***
(0.1782)

−0.2688***
(0.0830)

−0.1823
(0.1148)

CONTIGUITY 3.2989***
(0.3536)

2.6032***
(0.3827)

1.8920**
(0.7444)

3.6719***
(0.3791)

4.0304***
(0.7107)

DISTANCE −0.3113***
(0.1007)

0.0679
(0.1529)

−0.5278***
(0.1982)

−0.5358***
(0.1191)

−0.3803**
(0.1748)

DYADIC-ALLIANCE −0.4343**
(0.2076)

−0.7260
(0.5053)

−0.3794
(0.4560)

−0.3862
(0.3009)

0.0906
(0.3862)

INTEREST SIM 0.3407
(0.5254)

1.8909*
(1.0246)

−1.0239
(2.4562)

−2.0459***
(0.6844)

1.8985
(2.3461)

CONSTANT −4.5956***
(0.8531)

−8.4277***
(1.3134)

−1.8092
(1.6239)

−1.0184
(1.2174)

−6.6712**
(2.6868)

N LOG-LIKELIHOOD 524,538
−2473.88

56,798
−500.92

45,915
−308.36

311,189
−1266.38

110,636
−273.81

Notes: Top number in each cell is estimated coefficient. Robust standard errors clustered on dyad listed below in
parentheses. Two-tailed estimates are conducted for all estimates. * p≤ .10, ** p≤ .05, *** p≤ .01. Variables for t, t2, t3

(not shown) added to all models.

70. Over 50 percent (99) of the additional 184 cases of fatal disputes are generated by the wars in Korea,
Vietnam, and Iraq. The count of 436 depends on using the procedures that Eugene utilizes for classifying
fatal MIDs based on COW codings of multilateral disputes. The count of additional conflict observations
falls if using the coding rules of Maoz’s dyadic MID data set. Maoz 2005.
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To examine how this coding decision influences the statistical relationship between
democracy and peace during the Cold War, I ran another set of regressions that
altered the coding of the dependent variable to include conflict dyads with both orig-
inating and joining states. The coefficient estimates for democracy run across the two
variations of the dependent variable (MIDS and FATALMIDS) can be seen in the supple-
mentary appendix. The negative relationship between democracy and conflict
strengthens substantially for all MIDs and fatal disputes when they include joining
states. For fatal disputes, this coding change is sufficient to generate the standard sta-
tistically significant result linking democracy to peace (β = -0.0664, p < 0.01). These
results imply that a robust democratic peace during the Cold War depends partly on a
coding decision that risks misattributing the consequences of hierarchy to democracy.

European Outliers, Hierarchy, and the Resolution of the German Problem

This important neglected role of hierarchy in generating the conventional empirical
relationship between democracy and peace can be seen in another form of statistical
disaggregation done by country rather than historical period. As Table 1 shows, the
outbreak of military conflict is highly concentrated in dyads that include a small
group of countries. For example, nearly 73 percent (243 of 334) of all dyad year
observations of military conflict in the period from 1919 to 1945 include at least
one of five states—Russia, Great Britain, Germany, Japan, and Italy. This concentra-
tion is particularly important in Europe during the interwar and Cold War eras. Great
Britain, Germany, and France show abrupt changes in conflict participation between
these two great power orders. How sensitive is the standard democratic peace result to
the conflict behavior of these countries? Moreover, can these countries be utilized to
affirm a causal relationship between democracy and peace?
The models in Table 4 examine the impact of these country conflict outliers on the

statistical relationship between democracy and peace. The top line of the table simply
reports the coefficient estimates for DEMOCRACYL from the historical disaggregation of
the baseline models (1, 2, 3, and 4) found in Table 2. The subsequent rows present the
coefficient estimates for DEMOCRACYL in regressions that drop observations of the
conflict outlier countries. The dependent variable in all of these models includes
all MIDs. Coefficient estimates for the control variables are suppressed for space
reasons.
A comparison of the coefficient estimates found in the top row with an estimate

found below it in the table provides one means of assessing statistical leverage for
any single country in a given period. For example, across the entire aggregated
sample, the deletion of all dyadic observations that include Germany (less than 3%
of 525,114) is sufficient to render the coefficient on DEMOCRACYL statistically insignif-
icant. These German effects are most pronounced during the interwar and Cold War
periods. The deletion of observations with Germany moves the democracy coefficient
from -0.0635 to -0.0353 in the interwar period and from -0.0231 to -0.0157 during the
Cold War. The coefficient on democracy is insignificant in the Cold War sample that
excludes observations with East or West Germany. Similarly, the deletion of all
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observations that include France (about 2.1% of 525,114) is sufficient to render the
coefficient on DEMOCRACYL statistically insignificant in the aggregated sample. In
all these regressions, changes in statistical significance reflect coefficient estimates
pushed closer to 0. Except for the smaller interwar sample, the differences in standard
errors are negligible.

This single-country sensitivity is even more pronounced during the Cold War. The
deletion of dyadic observations that include the United States, Germany, France, the
United Kingdom, Italy, or Iran renders the coefficient on DEMOCRACYL statistically
insignificant. Alongside the prior results showing that the absence of a statistically
significant relationship between democracy and conflict when the dependent variable
is FATALMIDS, these regressions create significant doubts about the robustness of the
democratic peace during the Cold War.
The results in Table 5 extend this outlier analysis by showing how a group of

European countries shapes the statistical relationship between democracy and
peace during the interwar and Cold War periods. Again the top row of the table re-
produces the coefficient estimates for DEMOCRACYL from the baseline regression
that utilizes all MIDs as the dependent variable. The second row excludes all obser-
vations in which either France or Germany is in the dyad. The third row excludes all

TABLE 4. Country outlier effects on coefficient estimates for DEMOCRACYL

Excluded
country

1816–2000
βDEMOCRACY(L)

1816–1918
βDEMOCRACY(L)

1919–1945
βDEMOCRACY(L)

1946–1991
βDEMOCRACY(L)

None −0.0188**
(0.0074)

0.0600***
(0.0135)

−0.0635***
(0.0128)

−0.0231*
(0.0126)

United States −0.0251***
(0.0082)

0.0523***
(0.0154)

−0.0615***
(0.0136)

−0.0167
(0.0128)

Germany −0.0127
(0.0080)

0.0545***
(0.0146)

−0.0353**
(0.0153)

−0.0157
(0.0128)

France −0.0118
(0.0076)

0.0813***
(0.0152)

−0.0559***
(0.0141)

−0.0136
(0.0124)

United Kingdom −0.0165**
(0.0074)

0.0670***
(0.0136)

−0.0659***
(0.0142)

−0.0136
(0.0125)

Russia −0.0267***
(0.0078)

0.0501***
(0.0158)

−0.0797***
(0.0133)

−0.0271**
(0.0130)

Japan −0.0194**
(0.0077)

0.0639***
(0.0140)

−0.0773***
(0.0135)

−0.0255*
(0.0131)

China −0.0198**
(0.0075)

0.0647***
(0.0144)

0.0647***
(0.0144)

−0.0249**
(0.0124)

Italy −0.0179**
(0.0076)

0.0572***
(0.0136)

−0.0682***
(0.0140)

−0.0201
(0.0128)

Ottoman/Turkey −0.0226***
(0.0073)

0.0720***
(0.0131)

−0.0629***
(0.0130)

−0.0295**
(0.0133)

Iran −0.0169**
(0.0075)

0.0560***
(0.0137)

−0.0643***
(0.0128)

−0.0218
(0.0133)

Notes: The coefficient estimate in each cell is that for the variable DEMOCRACYL when excluding all dyad year observations
that contain the country specified in the far left column. With the exception of these sample changes, the specification of
the baseline regression (and all subsequent estimates in the table) remains the same from the models in Table 5. The
dependent variable includes all MIDs. Numbers in parentheses are the robust standard errors for the corresponding co-
efficient estimate. Two-tailed estimates are conducted for all estimates. *p ≤ .10; **p≤ .05; ***p≤ .01.
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observations containing France, Germany, or the United Kingdom. The deletion of
dyadic observations with either France or Germany (6.5% of 46,000) renders the co-
efficient on DEMOCRACYL statistically insignificant during the interwar period. A
similar restriction pushes the estimated coefficient from -0.0231 to -0.008, that is,
nearly to 0 during the Cold War. The addition of cases including the United
Kingdom to this excluded group flips the estimated coefficient on DEMOCRACYL so
that it is positive during the Cold War.

These regressions have significant implications for what is known as the “democratic
peace.”Alongside priormodels identifyingmultiple problemswith standard democratic
peacemodels that utilize fatal disputes as the dependent variable, theyweaken the robust-
ness of the democratic peace when the dependent variable is expanded to include all mil-
itary disputes. They also open another logical challenge for the conventional wisdom. If
the changes in conflict patterns for these groups of countries do not conform to the pur-
porteddomesticmechanismsused toaccount for the relationshipbetweendemocracyand
peace, they also make it difficult to rely on aggregated statistical evidence to validate
a causal relationship between democracy and peace.
There are at least three reasons to think that the conflict patterns for these outlying

countries in Europe reflect the organizational changes I focus on here rather than ex-
isting explanations for the democratic peace. First, the complete fall-off in conflict
participation for the two German states after World War II can be attributed to hier-
archical politics in which great powers impose peace on subordinate states and influ-
ence their regime type. The United States and the Soviet Union partitioned Germany,
occupied it, shaped the structure of domestic governing coalitions and domestic insti-
tutions that emerged in each Germany, exerted strong influence over the respective
foreign policies of West and East Germany, and promoted peace by ensuring that
the two countries abided by the post-war territorial settlement in Europe.71

TABLE 5. Outlier effects (by groups of European countries) on estimates of
DEMOCRACYL

Excluded countries 1919–1945
N βDEMOCRACY(L) (s.e)

1946–1991
N βDEMOCRACY(L) (s.e)

None (baseline) 46,000 −0.0635 (0.0128) 311,489 −0.0231 (0.0126)
France, Germany 43,017 −0.0234 (0.0168) 297,627 −0.0080 (0.0130)
France, Germany, United Kingdom 41,515 −0.0103 (0.0182) 292,625 0.0029 (0.0127)

Notes: The coefficient estimate in each cell is that for the variable DEMOCRACYL when all dyad year observations including
at least one of the countries specified in the far left column are excluded from the sample. With the exception of these
sample changes, the specification of the baseline regression remains the same as that in Table 2. Robust standard errors
reported in far right portion of each cell. Coefficients identified in bold do not reach standard levels of statistical sig-
nificance (that is, p < .10).

71. Trachtenberg 1999.
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An argument that this reversal of German conflict behavior occurred because
of democratization in West Germany faces multiple challenges. Autocratic East
Germany was just as peaceful as democratic West Germany. The emergence of
democracy in West Germany itself was not exogenous or driven by internal process-
es. Instead, the United States rebuilt West Germany politically and economically as
part of a larger strategy to counter Soviet influence in Europe.
Second, even though the Nazi program of territorial expansion pursued after 1933

strengthens the statistical relationship between democracy and peace in the interwar
period by increasing the count of military disputes with at least one autocratic state
in a dyad, it is difficult to hold up the group of observations including interwar
Germany as validating a direct causal relationship between democracy and peace
for a couple of reasons. Regime type—both the transition to the Weimar Republic
and its collapse—in Germany depended on the terms and sustainability of the
great power peace rather than the other way around. Woodrow Wilson insisted on
democratic reform in Germany as a condition for the armistice in 1918. The
United States and Great Britain repeatedly pushed concessions on France that weak-
ened the Versailles settlement throughout the 1920s to sustain the center left coalition
critical to the Weimar democracy.72 Its constitutional defeat and the emergence of au-
thoritarian institutions in 1933 were designed largely to fulfill the political right’s
foreign policy goal of overthrowing Versailles.
Thecollapseof the interwarpeace itselfdirectlycontradicts akeyclaimassociatedwith

the democratic peace, namely that settlements constructed by democracies should
endure.73 While the initial Versailles settlement was imposed on Germany in 1919, his-
torians now argue that it underwent important revisions in 1924 and 1925 (namely the
Treaty of London over the Dawes Plan and the Locarno Treaty) that incorporated
Germany as a full participant.74 These adjustments helped to constitute a new
European status quo. Most importantly, this settlement stands as a critical test case for
the democratic peace because German participation made it one constructed among
democracies. Consequently, it should have been particularly robust.
However, a plausible case can be made that the adjusted Versailles settlement col-

lapsed within a decade precisely because of how democratic pressures undermined
it.75 In this way, the specific terms of the post-war settlement that had been negotiated
and adjusted by democracies were incompatible with the preservation of democracy
within each of them simultaneously. Britain and France insisted on harsh reparations
to avoid the domestic political costs associated with liquidating war expenses through
tax increases and public spending cuts.76 The United States encouraged its allies to

72. Cohrs 2006.
73. Lipson 2003.
74. See, for example, Steiner 2005 and Cohrs 2006.
75. This logic applied here to the post–WorldWar I political and territorial settlement in Europe draws on

and parallels the arguments of Eichengreen 1992, which focuses on how democracy was incompatible with
the global economic order that rested on the rules associated with the gold standard.
76. Kent 1989.
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maintain these demands by resisting war debt relief, fearing that it would provoke do-
mestic political resistance to the postponement of post-war tax cuts. Germany resisted
paying reparations because of the domestic political costs associated with fiscal aus-
terity to fund international transfers. The end of post–Dawes capital exports from the
United States helped reignite this reparations struggle and encouraged Bruning to im-
plement austerity measures that worsened the Great Depression and created political
space for Hitler to destroy the Weimar democracy with a nationalist program to over-
turn Versailles. In short, democracy in the United States, France, and Britain enabled
popular anger against Germany to be translated into demands for larger reparations
payments that subsequently weakened democracy in Germany. These demands
helped activate a conservative backlash within Germany that sought to destroy the
Weimar democracy and the European order through violence.
Third, in addition to supporting peace in Europe by settling the German problem, the

extension of American hierarchy after World War II also reduced the conflict participa-
tion rates of the United Kingdom and France outside of Europe. The United States sub-
stituted its military influence in regions formerly within their imperial spheres of
influence, like Southeast Europe, theMiddle East, and Southeast Asia. American partic-
ipation in theVietnamWar is amanifestation of this. Consequently, part of the reduction
in the conflict participation rates of France and theUnitedKingdomduring theColdWar
can be ascribed to their strategic retrenchment that was facilitated by the United States.77

Given that great powers participate in military conflict at much higher rates, British and
French status as greatpowersmakes thempeaceoutliersduring theColdWarandhelps to
strengthen the statistical relationship between democracy and peace because they were
also both democratic.78

Hierarchy, Democracy, and Peace

Two additional sets of tests explore how the twin capacity of hierarchy to promote
similar regime type and peace complicates any direct causal relationship between
democracy and peace. The first separates democratic dyads into two groups and
tests for any differences in conflict propensity between them. The first group might
be called great-power-supported democracies. It includes all democratic dyads in
which one state was allied to a great power, democratized in the immediate aftermath
of World War I, or democratized in the immediate aftermath of the Cold War. These
dyad year observations comprise over 85 percent of all democratic dyad year obser-
vations in the period after 1918. On its own, this simple proportion underscores the
risks associated with simply treating regime type as exogenous in statistical models

77. MacDonald and Parent 2011.
78. While almost too straightforward to point out, there is also a fourth reason to attribute these changes

in European conflict patterns to changes in the composition of hierarchical orders rather than changes in
regime type. The global projection of American influence after World War II contrasts significantly
with its relative withdrawal following its rejection of the League of Nations in 1920. However, regime
type in the United States does not change across these two periods.
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during the twentieth century. These dyads pose a problem for causal claims linking
democracy to peace for at least three reasons. First, the absence of conflict within
a democratic dyad could be imposed by a great power protector. Second, democracy
in one of the states could be endogenous to the hierarchical relationship. Third, for the
states that emerged and/or democratized in the immediate aftermath of World War I
and the Cold War, peace could have enabled democracy rather than the other way
around. Consequently, I created a dummy variable, GPDEM, to identify this group of
democratic dyads. I then interact it with the weak-link democracy specification to
see if the typical democratic peace results depend on this group of democracies
that are linked either to a great power hierarchy or to a great power settlement.
The results, both for the aggregated sample from 1919 to 2000 and the temporal

disaggregation set by great power orders, are shown in Table 6. Across the entire
post–1918 period, the coefficient on DEMOCRACYL (that is, when great-power-support-
ed democracy is 0) remains statistically significant when the dependent variable is
operationalized to include all MIDs. However, this relationship in the aggregated
sample again depends on the interwar and post–Cold War periods. The democracy
coefficient fails to achieve standard levels of statistical significance in the Cold
War sample. The coefficient for DEMOCRACYL is not significant for the aggregated
sample when the dependent variable is restricted to include only fatal disputes.
The collapse of the relationship between democracy and conflict is most pronounced
during the Cold War. DEMOCRACYL does not come close to achieving statistical signif-
icance with either of the dependent variables (p < 0.54, p < 0.83). These results re-
inforce the claim that the statistical relationship between democracy and peace
breaks down once great power hierarchy and some sources of democratization are ad-
justed for in the standard single-equation specification normally used to test for the
democratic peace.
The second test draws on instrumental variable analysis (two-stage probit least

squares—2SPLS) to support the claim that hierarchy simultaneously shapes peace
and regime type. For space reasons, the statistical table is presented in the supplemen-
tary appendix. This model utilizes covariates of democracy to predict its level in the
first stage of a set of regressions. It then inserts those predicted values of dyadic
democracy in place of the observed values in a second-stage model that uses conflict
as the dependent variable. The lower Polity score of the states in the dyad
(DEMOCRACYL) serves as the dependent variable in the first stage of the model and mil-
itary conflict (FATALMID) is the dependent variable in the second stage. Given my
focus on accounting for the apparent correlation between democracy and peace
after World War I, I restrict the sample from 1919 to 2000.
This estimation requires a few important changes.79 Because I expect that great

powers promote domestic institutional similarity within their hierarchical orders,

79. This two-stage statistical model is complicated slightly because democracy is a monadic or state-
level attribute while the outbreak of conflict is a dyadic characteristic. For a discussion of how this switch-
ing from state (monadic) to dyadic attributes actually assists the construction of an instrument for
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TABLE 6. “Great power supported” democracies and the democratic peace

Variable 1919–2000 1919–1945 1946–1991 1992–2000

MID FATALMID MID FATALMID MID FATALMID MID FATALMID

DEMOCRACYL −0.027**
(0.011)

−0.028
(0.026)

−0.026*
(0.015)

−0.010
(0.017)

−0.007
(0.033)

−0.050***
(0.017)

−0.012
(0.038)

GPDEM 0.897
(0.656)

1.410
(0.947)

5.258**
(2.321)

2.871***
(0.958)

7.311***
(1.561)

1.989**
(0.906)

−1.533
(1.417)

GPDEM*
DEMOCRACYL

−0.204**
(0.078)

−0.386***
(0.098)

−1.031***
(0.357)

−0.384***
(0.112)

−1.035***
(0.156)

−0.325***
(0.124)

0.003
(0.163)

N 468,189 467,740 46,000 311,489 311,189 110,700 110,636

Notes: Nondirected dyad analysis. GPDEM is a dummy variable indicating that a dyad has the following characteristics: both members are democracies; and at least one member is allied to a
great power, democratized from 1918 to 1925 (in the 1919–1945 subsample), or democratized from 1988 to 1993 (in the 1992–2000 subsample). Presentation of control variables is
suppressed. Results with FATALMID as dependent variable in the interwar period are not presented because GPDEM perfectly predicts the absence of a fatal military dispute. Each cell indicates
direction of estimated coefficient and its statistical significance (robust standard errors clustered by dyadid). Two-tailed estimates conducted for all estimates. * p ≤ .10; ** p≤ .05; ***
p ≤ .01.



I distinguish hierarchical orders on the basis of whether or not they are led by a demo-
cratic or autocratic great power. Dummy variables for each are added to the first and
second stages of the model. The set-up for the second (conflict) stage of the model
follows that of the baseline single-equation model with two additional exceptions.
First, as noted already, observed values for DEMOCRACYL are replaced with predicted
values. This first-stage estimation relies on a model similar to recent contributions to
the democratization literature that highlight the role of diffusion in regime transi-
tions.80 This specification includes variables capturing the proportion of democratic
regimes within the international system and within a state’s geographic neighbor-
hood. Second, it also includes the diffusion variables on the right-hand side of the
conflict equation.81

This test shows that membership in a great power hierarchy appears to have a
strong effect on regime type. States within great power hierarchies led by democratic
states are more likely to be democratic. Similarly, states within great power hier-
archies led by autocracies have lower democracy scores. The diffusion variables
behave as expected. As the proportion of neighboring democracies increases, a
state’s regime score increases as well. Similarly, the global proportion of democracies
is positively related to the lower regime score in the democracy.
Most importantly, the twin tendency of hierarchy to shape regime type and peace

alters the dyadic relationship between democracy and peace. In the conflict equation,
the dummy variable capturing whether at least one member of the dyad possessed a
defensive alliance with a democratic great power was negative and statistically sig-
nificant.82 Moreover, the coefficient on DEMOCRACYL in the conflict equation is pos-
itive and statistically insignificant. This finding supports my larger contention,
namely that the robust empirical relationship between democracy and peace collapses
once the consequences of great power politics and hierarchy on both regime type and
peace are explicitly modeled.

Discussion: Cold War Findings as a Challenge to Existing Explanations

These results, particularly those from the Cold War period, pose significant theor-
etical hurdles to both sides of this debate. First, they challenge evolutionary or
time-varying arguments, such as those nested in constructivism.83 These theoretical
claims attribute the peace among democracies and its emergence in the twentieth

democracy, see the supplementary appendix. It bears some similarity to the specification found in Reuveny
and Li 2003.
80. Gleditsch and Ward 2006.
81. The arguments of Gleditsch 2002 linking regional democracy levels to peace suggest that the deletion

of these diffusion variables from the second estimating stage to satisfy the exclusion restriction would have
been theoretically inappropriate.
82. The coefficient indicating whether at least one member of the dyad possessed a defensive alliance

with an autocratic great power was not statistically significant, suggesting that a hierarchical peace
appears to be restricted to those orders led by democratic great powers like the United States.
83. See, for example, Risse-Kappen 1995; Mitchell et al. 1999; Cederman 2001; and Harrison 2004.
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century to collective identity formation and the consequent development of norms of
nonviolent conflict resolution that have been prompted by learning, war, or growth in
the global population of democracies. They rest on the expectation that the empirical
relationship between democracy and peace strengthens as the number of democracies
in the system increases and/or these norms become more robust over time. By
showing that there is no democratic peace during the Cold War, the results presented
here contradict such claims by identifying a significant temporal gap in this expected
historical progression.
Second, they differentiate the claims made here with a prominent critic of the

democratic peace. Gowa has already noted the absence of an empirical relationship
between democracy and peace before World War I and attributed the correlation
between democracy and peace during the Cold War to common political interests.
However, her claims leave the sources of democracy and their implications for the
democratic peace unexamined. Moreover, the findings here show no empirical rela-
tionship between democracy and peace during the Cold War. Finally, while admitted-
ly connected during the Cold War, my claims focus on organizational change—the
construction of hierarchical orders, great power support for regime consolidation,
and the collapse of multinational empires into sovereign states—rather than
common political interests to explain the apparent relationship between democracy
and peace.
Third, these findings do not challenge recent experimental work showing

how democracy shapes public opinion, helping to create an apparent aversion to
the use of military force against fellow democracies in the contemporary period.
By reexamining well-worn data sets with an alternative theoretical perspective, my
findings cannot shed any light on the current state of societal preferences within
today’s democracies. The examination of the democratic peace has obviously
played a key role since the end of the Cold War in academic and policy debates,
shaping how undergraduates are taught international relations and how American
foreign policy has been justified. Future work should examine how the debates
themselves have influenced public foreign policy attitudes. However, even if a demo-
cratic peace is on the cusp of emerging in the current era, it has not existed in
the past.

Conclusion

There has been a pronounced turn to studying domestic factors like regime type rather
than the international political structure after the Cold War. This paper has shown
some of the costs of this intellectual shift in the research program that perhaps best
exemplifies it, that on the democratic peace. My critique has been directed at some
of the outstanding theoretical and empirical challenges to the democratic peace—
including its emergence after World War I, the continual search for an explanatory
consensus, and its neglect of how the endogeneity of regime type could confound
its central claims.
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I have shown that the empirical support for the democratic peace, nested in recent
research on hierarchy and democratization, is much weaker than previously acknow-
ledged. The statistical relationship between democracy and peace rests on research
design decisions that neglect a larger role for historically specific structural factors
that shape patterns of military conflict in dyads, the number of states in the
system, and their regime types. The evolution of hierarchical relationships in the
aftermath of World War I, particularly those constructed by the United States, has
helped to generate what has been known as the democratic peace. These hierarchical
orders help set the number of states in the system, shaped the regime types of subor-
dinate states, limited their participation in military conflict, and altered the conflict
behavior of a few outlying countries that play a disproportionate role in generating
the statistical relationship between democracy and peace. Quite simply, the inter-
national political order is still built and managed by great powers.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/
S0020818315000120.
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